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Overview of Recent Research Coverage
Thursday 17 June - Red River Resources - (ASX: RVR, Share Price: $0.195, Market Cap: $114m,
coverage initiated @ $0.235 in August 2017). Two holes drilled into Curry’s Lode at the Hillgrove Gold
Project in NSW, intersecting high-grade gold and tungsten mineralization, with the lode systems open both
at depth and along strike.
Friday 18 June - EcoGraf Limited - (ASX: EGR, Share Price: $0.555, Market Cap: $267m, coverage
initiated @ $0.22 in Sep 2015 – current gain of 152%). Pre-construction locked-cycle testing completed,
validating the EcoGraf™ HFfree purification process, exceeding carbon purity targets, generating data for
detailed engineering design works.
Sunday 20 June - Gascoyne Resources - (ASX: GCY, Last Sale Price: $0.33, Market Cap: $84m,
coverage initiated @ $3.40 in Feb 2016). GCY and Firefly Resources (ASX: FFR) agree friendly merger
based on complementary assets in Western Australia’s Murchison region, leveraging GCY’s infrastructure
to help develop FFR’s resources.
Monday 21 June - Sunstone Metals - (ASX: STM, Share Price: $0.015, Market Cap: $31m, coverage
initiated @ $0.029 in Feb 2018). Drilling at Brama prospect in southern Ecuador intersects 505m of
mineralised porphyry, including 84m at 0.8g/t gold and 0.11% copper; and 216m at 0.61g/t gold and 0.11%
copper.
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Wednesday 23 June - PolarX - (ASX: PXX, Share Price: $0.034, Market Cap: $20m, coverage initiated @
$0.066 in April 2019). New high-priority drill targets for massive sulphide copper mineralisation at Caribou
Dome in Alaska, with drilling to also provide samples for metallurgical studies to advance scoping study.
Sunday 27 June - Rox Resources - (ASX: RXL, Share Price: $0.031, Market Cap: $66m, coverage
initiated @ $0.019 in Sep 2015 – current gain of 63%). Youanmi Total Mineral Resources in Western
Australia have been boosted by 466 koz (+39%) to 1,656 koz of contained gold, with increases to both
surface and deeps mineralisation.
Monday 28 June - Australian Mines - (ASX: AUZ, Share Price: $0.024, Market Cap: $87m, coverage
initiated @ $0.097 in Nov 2017). Positive results delivered from research project with Deakin University’s
Institute for Frontier Materials in relation to the development of new scandium-aluminium alloys from Sconi
Project.
Tuesday 29 June - Kairos Minerals - (ASX: KAI, Share Price: $0.032, Market Cap: $53m, coverage
initiated @ $0.052 in Sep 2017). 5,000m drilling program underway at Kangan Project near Port Hedland in
Western Australia and 20,000m drilling program in progress at the Mt York Project in the Pilbara region of
WA.
Weekly Commodity Sector Review
As a general comment, we’ve seen most industrial metals and commodities trading sideways, after hitting
record highs during May. There is the reality that commodities had probably run too far and too fast, driven
by traders ‘fears of missing out’ on a rising market. Commodity markets right now are caught in a tug-of-war
between near-term and longer-term price factors, which has led to a highly volatile environment for all
commodities.
On the one hand, we have longer-term factors - such as massive commodity demand growth due to
renewable energy demand, EVs and associated energy infrastructure, combined with supply-side
challenges, i.e. mines’ ability to keep up with demand. Then on the other hand, we have near-terms factors
– such as Chinese attempts to deflate commodity prices, inflation fears and the inevitability of rising interest
rates (sooner or later), together with the fact that commodity prices have performed better than expected
and are likely to be subject to profit-taking.
A good example is copper, where funds have been easing out of long positions due to uncertainty about
the direction of prices. Money manager long positioning is now much reduced and some funds are even
starting to build short positions, which is a sign of just how confused the immediate outlook is for the poster
child of the supposed commodities supercycle. Fund long positions have fallen by 35% since last month
and are at a 1-year low. The managed money net long position has shrunk to only 20,389 contracts, the
smallest collective bet on higher prices since June last year, when copper was trading around $6,000. LME
stocks have rebuilt from a February low of 73,450 tonnes to a current 160,950 tonnes, with time-spreads
easing significantly over the interim period.
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CRUDE OIL
Crude oil is trading close to a 3-year price high, reaching US$76 a barrel this week, but with prices easing a
little ahead of tonight’s OPEC meeting. OPEC+ is likely to raise output by at least 500,000 barrels – and
possibly up 1 million barrels per day - from August. OPEC+ has so far done an excellent job of balancing
the return of oil supply to the market, having already implemented the return of 2 million barrels per day of
idled capacity between May-July.

Crude oil prices are being driven by returning demand in the USA, especially motorists and air travel. US
gasoline demand has passed 9.5 million barrels a day – which is its highest level for this time of the year
since 2019. And air travel is also improving in the USA, with the number of people passing through
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transport security administration checkpoints hitting 2.1 million in recent days – its highest level since the
pandemic began.
At the same time there are supply-side challenges, with demand outstripping current supply. In fact, OPEC
forecasts suggest an oil supply deficit during August and continuing for the rest of 2021, as economies
recover from the covid pandemic. OPEC’s latest demand forecasts suggest that if output levels stay the
same, OPEC supply will fall short of expected demand by 1.5 million bpd in August. And the shortfall would
widen to 2.2 million bpd in the fourth quarter. suggests that OPEC and its allies have room to raise output at
their meeting on Thursday. Looking ahead, overall world demand is set to rebound to its pre-covid peak of
around 100M b/day during H2 2022, and the outlook for H2 2021 demand remains robust.

And OPEC hasn’t had to worry about the return of US shale production in any meaningful way. What we’re
seeing in the US shale industry is producers keeping their pledges to hold the line on spending and keep
output flat, which is a major departure from previous boom cycles. This year's run up in crude prices, and oil
output curbs imposed by the OPEC+ producer group, historically would have triggered a drilling boom. But
investors are demanding financial returns over more volume, so shale firms are determined to stay
disciplined.
US shale output remains well below the January 2020 peak of 9.18 million barrels a day, with production
from the seven largest fields this month running at 7.77 mbpd - or 15.4% below that level, according to U.S.
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government data. Overall U.S. first-quarter oil production averaged 83% of last year’s peak. The U.S.
recently raised its 2021 average production outlook to 11.08 mbpd due to higher crude prices, but it still
remains about 200,000 bpd below last year’s average.

Nevertheless, the path to recovery in the oil sector will likely remain a volatile one, which remains
susceptible to covid outbreaks that could hamper expectations with respect to demand.
IRON ORE
Despite recent Chinese-related volatility, we’ve seen iron ore prices strengthening on the back of China’s
port stockpiles hitting an 8-month low, with prices trading between $210 and $220 a tonne. Weekly
Australian iron ore shipments have also been disappointing through June, creating a tighter global supplydemand balance. Meanwhile there are ongoing issues with respect to Brazilian iron ore production.
Imported iron ore stocked at Chinese ports dropped for a fourth straight week to 123.95 million tonnes as of
last Friday, hitting the lowest level since early October 2020, data from SteelHome consultancy showed.
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And it’s not just about China. The US steel industry is demonstrating enormous demand and price strength,
with prices hitting an all-time high. In fact, US steel prices have tripled over the past 12 months. Generating
this strong momentum is infrastructure spending as a result of President Biden's recently approved
bipartisan spending bill, which Democrats believe could be the forerunner of an even bigger infrastructure
spending plan.
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TIN
Another really strong performer, but somewhat of a quiet achiever, has been tin. The tin price has rallied by
52% during the first half of 2021, driven by a rise in electronics consumption that’s coincided with supply
issues from Southeast Asia, Indonesia and Latin America. This has led to a shortage of tin on the global
market. Tin production has actually fallen for the past 3 years. The question now is whether these higher
prices will be able to incentivize mining activity that will ultimately help balance out supply and demand.

GOLD
Gold's price performance over the five past years is very strong, as outlined in the graphic. In my view gold
is merely consolidating around current levels after hitting last year's all-time high.
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And it’s important to ignore the market hype that the possibility of higher interest rates and inflation are bad
for gold. The reality is vastly different. Over the last 50 years, gold prices have mostly risen when rates and
inflation are rising. Even though the widespread popular belief is that there exists a strong negative
correlation between interest rates and the price of gold, a long-term review of the respective paths and
trends of interest rates and gold prices reveals that no such relationship exists.
It’s all about 'real' interest rates, i.e. the rate of inflation less the nominal interest rate. Gold typically
performs well when real interest rates are negative, as they are now, with inflation outpacing nominal
interest rates. Anyhow, given the US Fed’s lack of urgency in raising rates since the GFC, significantly
higher rates are not something we are going to have to worry about anytime soon.

ENEGY COMMODITIES
The rally in commodity prices is likely to see a shift from metals to energy resources, such as crude oil,
liquefied natural gas (LNG) and coal, according to the latest forecasts from the Department of Industry,
Science, Energy and Resources.
Reuters' Clyde Russell has highlighted in a commentary that while the June quarter report from the
Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources doesn’t foresee a major retreat in the prices of
metals such as copper, iron ore, zinc, aluminum and nickel, it does forecast stronger performances from
energy commodities. In contrast to the steady picture for metals, the outlook for energy commodities seems
brighter, with LNG a standout as export earnings are forecast to rise from A$32 billion in 2020-21 to A$49
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billion in 2021-22 and stay at A$46 billion in 2022-23. This is because prices are forecast to rise from
A$7.80 a gigajoule, equivalent to $5.61 per million British thermal units (mmBtu), to A$11.2 a gigajoule in
2021-22, or about $8.06 per mmBtu.
Australia isn’t a major producer or exporter of crude oil, but even its modest exports are forecast to rise to
A$10.9 billion in 2021-22 from A$7.7 billion in 2020-21. This would mean that LNG and crude oil combined
will earn more than the total for coking and thermal coal, even though both coal grades are forecast to see
strong export revenue growth.
Earnings from coking coal, used to make steel, are expected to rise to A$30 billion in 2021-22 from A$22
billion the prior year, while those for thermal coal, used for power generation, are forecast to increase to
A$21 billion from A$17 billion. Given volumes are forecast to be largely steady, the gains are all down to
higher prices. Overall, the outlook is for steady to lower prices for metals, with battery metals lithium and
nickel being exceptions, while LNG, crude oil and coal are set to perform strongly.
Another point worth making is that the Australian government’s forecasts don’t exactly scream out that a
commodity supercycle is underway, rather they point to a period of cyclical strength for energy and at best
consolidation for industrial metals.

EV METALS
An interesting insight into the performance of battery materials is reflected in MINING.COM’s EV Metal
Index, which has increased almost fourfold from April 2020 but has retreated from the record set in March
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2021, as metals deployment in batteries eased and a slide in prices of cobalt and nickel used in the battery
supply chain offset continued gains for lithium.
The EV Metal Index, which tracks the value of battery metals in newly registered passenger EVs (including
hybrids) around the world, came in at $405 million in April, an increase of 374.8% over the same month last
year. The haul for the first four months is up 211% from January to April 2020 and is also higher than total
business done during all of 2017, when average lithium and cobalt prices were substantially higher than
today.
Total battery capacity of EVs sold during the month increased 223% year on year to just shy of 16 GWh,
according to Adamas Intelligence, which tracks demand for EV batteries by chemistry, cell supplier and
capacity in over 100 countries.

CHINA RESOURCE GROWTH
S&P Global Market Intelligence says Chinese direct investment overseas in mines and projects topped $1
billion in 2017 for the first time and peaked in 2019 at nearly $2.2 billion with cobalt and lithium its favourite
targets. The billions spent on battery minerals is not surprising – China has a stranglehold on the electric
vehicle supply chain with chemical processors and refiners responsible for 82% and 60% of midstream
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production of cobalt and lithium, respectively. There are currently 30 operating copper projects owned by
Chinese companies in foreign locations, with a further 38 in the exploration stage, says S&P.

NICKEL SUPPLY ISSUES
Sudbury is one of the world’s few producers of nickel pellet, a form used to produce alloys for aerospace,
electronic and nuclear industries. Production at Vale’s northeast Ontario operation halted when unionized
workers went on strike on June 1. The disruption is driving consumers to tap battery-grade nickel briquette
as an alternative. Since the Vale strike began, the premium on briquette has risen 24% and inventories
have fallen by 9% from their April peak and are now at the lowest in more than a year.
Given the challenges at a number of Class 1 nickel operations over 2021 to date, availability of material for
end customer purchases is more limited that might have been thought.
Battery-grade nickel is a key ingredient in rechargeable batteries for electric vehicles, helping pack more
energy into cells and allowing producers to reduce use of cobalt, a more costly metal that typically has a
less transparent supply chain. The market for such nickel is expected to be in a tight balance in the next two
to three years and could slip into a deficit as early as 2024, according to energy data and analysis firm
BloombergNEF.
Market-watchers aren’t optimistic about a solution to the Vale strike and they anticipate the labour dispute
could extend for many months. Vale faced a yearlong strike in Canada back in 2009 and 2010. Striking
workers represented by United Steelworkers Local 6500 have twice rejected a wage offer presented by the
Brazilian mining giant this year.
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Disclaimer: Gavin Wendt, who is a director of Mine Life Pty Ltd ACN 140 028 799, compiled this document. It does not constitute investment
advice. I wrote this article myself, it expresses my own opinions and I am not receiving compensation for it. In preparing this article, no account
was taken of the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular person. Investors need to consider, with or
without the assistance of a securities adviser, whether the information is appropriate in light of the particular investment needs, objectives and
financial circumstances of the investor. Although the information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources considered and
believed to be both reliable and accurate, no responsibility is accepted for any opinion expressed or for any error or omission in that
information. I have no positions in the stocks mentioned and no plans to initiate any positions within the next 72 hours.
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